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Storm's younger cousin. Vandal's little brother. You've met him in the background. The sweet
one. The nice one. The one they can all rely on. The good one. He's a tattoo artist. He plays
metal and classical music - on the violin. He's got a body built for sin. He's 24. In comes Ivy.
She's a 36 year old single mom who hasn't dated in 18 years. All she wanted was a tattoo. She
got a helluva lot more: ) Being good has never been so bad.
Qu'est-ce qui destinait Sissy à devenir la fitness influencer aux 700 000 abonnés youtube,
celle qui gagne mille followers par jour sur instagram ? Aux débuts des youtubeuses, à
l'époque où les filles, dans leur chambre, bidouillent des vidéos beauté, elle tourne des
programmes entiers de fitness en temps réel. Si elle a toujours fait du sport, le véritable déclic
se produit au Brésil, pays du bumbum, des bomba latina, du culte du corps sain et athlétique.
La révélation ? Le fitness est un mode de vie. Plus qu'un sport couplé à une nutrition, c'est la
conception d'une vie saine, une méthode de bien-être globale. Alors qu'en France le fitness est
encore assimilé à Véronique et Davina, et la salle de musculation réservée aux culturistes,
Sissy décomplexe les fitgirls. Avec son corps fit, sain et sexy, elle ouvre la tendance. Autour
d'elle se rassemblent les sportives comme les débutantes, et sa popularité explose.
Aujourd'hui courtisée par les grandes marques, personnage public suivi 24h/24h sur tous les
réseaux sociaux, elle dispense l'image d'une fille au mental d'acier dans un corps d'athlète,
d'une success girl forte et persévérante que rien n'arrête. La méthode d'une icône autodidacte,
qui prône que rien n'est impossible et que chacun peut devenir un héros.
Laid out with an introduction all about unleasing the power within....Self discipline, the book
goes into short obtainable steps in a day by day fashion to help you focus, commit and achieve
in only 1 month!What is self-discipline? What does it mean to lack it? Why do you think you're
not as disciplined as you would like? Is it becauseYou manage your time poorly?You lack
organizational skills?You lack motivation?Procrastination is your greatest enemy?You're just
too lazy?What many people don't realize is that all of these issues, which they see as causes
of poor self-discipline, are actually symptoms. Are you confronting one or more of them?If
you're contemplating purchasing the book, then you've decided it's time for a change of
significant proportions, a change that might take only 30 days to implement, but that will last
you for a lifetime. Your conviction is admirable, but to undergo such a change, you must first
understand what self-discipline is and what it is not.Self-discipline is not:A personality trait that
some people have and others don't.Using willpower to force yourself into action.On the
contrary, self-discipline is:A skill that anyone can learn and train.becoming aware of your
conscious or subconscious resistance to action and using different techniques to overcome,
but not to crush that resistance.As you go through this life-changing 30 days challenge,
remember that what you are doing is exercising your willpower muscle for the long run. Good
luck!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER If you want to build a better future, you must believe in
secrets. The great secret of our time is that there are still uncharted frontiers to explore and
new inventions to create. In Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and investor Peter Thiel
shows how we can find singular ways to create those new things. Thiel begins with the
contrarian premise that we live in an age of technological stagnation, even if we’re too
distracted by shiny mobile devices to notice. Information technology has improved rapidly, but
there is no reason why progress should be limited to computers or Silicon Valley. Progress can
be achieved in any industry or area of business. It comes from the most important skill that
every leader must master: learning to think for yourself. Doing what someone else already
knows how to do takes the world from 1 to n, adding more of something familiar. But when you
do something new, you go from 0 to 1. The next Bill Gates will not build an operating system.
The next Larry Page or Sergey Brin won’t make a search engine. Tomorrow’s champions will
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not win by competing ruthlessly in today’s marketplace. They will escape competition
altogether, because their businesses will be unique. Zero to One presents at once an optimistic
view of the future of progress in America and a new way of thinking about innovation: it starts
by learning to ask the questions that lead you to find value in unexpected places.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • In this urgent, authoritative book, Bill Gates sets out a
wide-ranging, practical—and accessible—plan for how the world can get to zero greenhouse gas
emissions in time to avoid a climate catastrophe. Bill Gates has spent a decade investigating
the causes and effects of climate change. With the help of experts in the fields of physics,
chemistry, biology, engineering, political science, and finance, he has focused on what must be
done in order to stop the planet's slide to certain environmental disaster. In this book, he not
only explains why we need to work toward net-zero emissions of greenhouse gases, but also
details what we need to do to achieve this profoundly important goal. He gives us a clear-eyed
description of the challenges we face. Drawing on his understanding of innovation and what it
takes to get new ideas into the market, he describes the areas in which technology is already
helping to reduce emissions, where and how the current technology can be made to function
more effectively, where breakthrough technologies are needed, and who is working on these
essential innovations. Finally, he lays out a concrete, practical plan for achieving the goal of
zero emissions—suggesting not only policies that governments should adopt, but what we as
individuals can do to keep our government, our employers, and ourselves accountable in this
crucial enterprise. As Bill Gates makes clear, achieving zero emissions will not be simple or
easy to do, but if we follow the plan he sets out here, it is a goal firmly within our reach.
Joe Navarro, a former FBI counterintelligence officer and a recognized expert on nonverbal
behavior, explains how to "speed-read" people: decode sentiments and behaviors, avoid
hidden pitfalls, and look for deceptive behaviors. You'll also learn how your body language can
influence what your boss, family, friends, and strangers think of you. Read this book and send
your nonverbal intelligence soaring. You will discover: The ancient survival instincts that drive
body language Why the face is the least likely place to gauge a person's true feelings What
thumbs, feet, and eyelids reveal about moods and motives The most powerful behaviors that
reveal our confidence and true sentiments Simple nonverbals that instantly establish trust
Simple nonverbals that instantly communicate authority Filled with examples from Navarro's
professional experience, this definitive book offers a powerful new way to navigate your world.
This is the book the diet industry doesn't want you to see! The diet industry makes money
when you don't lose weight. They're positioned to help you lose a little, then gain a lot (so you
have to keep spending money on their short term solutions). That's how they make over $4
billion a year in profits. But enough is enough! Just Stop Eating So Much! sidesteps diet
industry myths and tells you not only how to lose weight, but also how to keep it off - forever.
Just Stop Eating So Much! has already changed hundreds of lives and now it can change
yours. Whether you have 10, 20 or 100 or more pounds to lose, this book contains everything
you need to lose all the weight you want, get into the best shape of your life and feel great
24/7. Inside you'll find the exclusive Just Stop! Diet, Workout, Recipes & Meal Planner, Weight
Chart, Food Diary and Shopping List, Strategies to Avoid Cheating, Stress Busters, Motivators
and much, much more!
"Bibliography found online at tonyrobbins.com/masterthegame"--Page [643].

Now a major motion picture starring Cole Sprouse and Haley Lu Richardson!
Goodreads Choice Winner, Best Young Adult Fiction of 2019 In this #1 New York
Times bestselling novel that’s perfect for fans of John Green’s The Fault in Our
Stars, two teens fall in love with just one minor complication—they can’t get within
a few feet of each other without risking their lives. Can you love someone you
can never touch? Stella Grant likes to be in control—even though her totally out of
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control lungs have sent her in and out of the hospital most of her life. At this
point, what Stella needs to control most is keeping herself away from anyone or
anything that might pass along an infection and jeopardize the possibility of a
lung transplant. Six feet apart. No exceptions. The only thing Will Newman wants
to be in control of is getting out of this hospital. He couldn’t care less about his
treatments, or a fancy new clinical drug trial. Soon, he’ll turn eighteen and then
he’ll be able to unplug all these machines and actually go see the world, not just
its hospitals. Will’s exactly what Stella needs to stay away from. If he so much as
breathes on Stella she could lose her spot on the transplant list. Either one of
them could die. The only way to stay alive is to stay apart. But suddenly six feet
doesn’t feel like safety. It feels like punishment. What if they could steal back just
a little bit of the space their broken lungs have stolen from them? Would five feet
apart really be so dangerous if it stops their hearts from breaking too?
If I Stay meets Your Name in Dustin Thao's You've Reached Sam, a heartfelt
novel about love and loss and what it means to say goodbye. How do you move
forward when everything you love in on the line? Seventeen-year-old Julie has
her future all planned out—move out of her small town with her boyfriend Sam,
attend college in the city, spend a summer in Japan. But then Sam dies. And
everything changes. Desperate to hear his voice one more time, Julie calls
Sam’s cellphone just to listen to his voicemail. And Sam picks up the phone.
What would you do if you had a second chance at goodbye? Filled with a diverse
cast of characters, the heartache of first love and loss, and the kind of friends that
can get you through anything, plus a touch of magic, You've Reached Sam will
make an instant connection with anyone looking for a big emotional romance of a
read.
Previously published Wiltshire, 1967. Guide to personal health and success
Hailed as one of the greatest novels of all time and a classic of world literature,
War and Peace is a tale of strivers in a world fraught with conflict, social and
political change, and spiritual confusion, Tolstoy's magnificent work continues to
entertain, enlighten, and inspire readers around the world. Both an intimate study
of individual passions and an epic history of Russia and its people, 'War and
Peace' is nothing more or less than a complete portrait of human existence.
Among its many unforgettable characters is Prince Andrey Bolkonsky, a proud,
dashing man who, despising the artifice of high society, joins the army to achieve
glory. Badly wounded at Austerlitz, he begins to discover the emptiness of
everything to which he has devoted himself. His death scene is considered one
of the greatest passages in Russian literature. Terror swiftly engulfs the country
as Napoleon's army marches on Russia, and the lives of three young people are
changed forever. The stories of quixotic Pierre, cynical Andrey and impetuous
Natasha interweave with a huge cast, from aristocrats and peasants, to soldiers
and Napoleon himself. In War and Peace (1868-9), Tolstoy entwines grand
themes—conflict and love, birth and death, free will and fate.
New to bodybuilding? This book helps with the heavy lifting. Bodybuilding for
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Beginners is the ultimate guide for new bodybuilders. It doesn't matter if you've
never set foot in a gym before: this book will have you bulking up in no time.
Think of it as a personal trainer who's always going to be there for you. Get
essential bodybuilding info, like detailed walkthroughs of 55 exercises that'll work
your legs, chest, arms, and everything in between. Looking for a quick
start--without the guesswork? 84 straight days of suggested bodybuilding
routines will build both your confidence and your muscles. Bodybuilding for
Beginners includes: Bodybuilding exercises you need to know--Learn to lift,
squat, and stretch with illustrated, step-by-step guides that cover 45 high-impact
exercises, as well as 10 warm-ups and cool-downs. Beginner bodybuilding
plan--Make getting started simple with a complete 12-week plan designed to take
you from new bodybuilder to experienced pro. Eating for gains--Ensure your diet
supports your gains with handy macronutrient guidelines, simple meal ideas, and
easy food prepping tips. Make it simple to get swole with Bodybuilding for
Beginners.
I am not here to claim to elucidate and neither to explain Nietzsche, a time that, I
believe that, even in such a complex and unwieldy that it is cannot be translated.
I think that everyone who has the desire to translate Nietzsche is also in danger
of betraying it. My purpose here is only promote the dialog and the
problematization of matters that, in my view, has been placed incorrectly and/or
hijacked by some so-called philosophers post-modern about the main axioms of
Nietzsche. Nietzsche, even though they do not know many, criticizes the moral
Judeo-Christian and also the auspices of science with regard to the pursuit of this
truth . However, his criticism, in no time, the puts on condition that makes
apology to obscenity and creation of new dogmas to be put as said new truths. In
unit I, will speaks, in the light of arguments sociological of Durkheim, Max Weber
and others, founded also in the visions criticism of Nietzsche, on the tragic cases
of castration of subjectivities transcendent, started in the modern era, to erect this
in opposition to the so-called, for they, dogmatic moral Judaeo-Christian tradition,
putting themselves, however, in its place, tragically, also the now new dogmas of
science. In unit II, we will discuss the propositions of Nietzsche relating to the socalled necessary, for him, the existence of "three transformations in the spirit" by
which should and/or should become the modern individuals (now post-modern), a
kind of redemptive path against the dogmas both of essence Judaeo-Christian as
scientific. In unit III, we will present some of the main axioms of Nietzsche,
"problematizend" them, confronting them and allocating to the new requirements
of intelligibility, logic and/or contemporary consistency. In unit IV, we present a
thorough selection of the main axioms Nietzsche.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with
cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.
The new healthy eating and lifestyle book from the inspirational and widely
followed personal trainer, Kayla Itsines.
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Take full creative control of your web applications with Flask, the Python-based
microframework. With this hands-on book, you’ll learn Flask from the ground up
by developing a complete social blogging application step-by-step. Author Miguel
Grinberg walks you through the framework’s core functionality, and shows you
how to extend applications with advanced web techniques such as database
migration and web service communication. Rather than impose development
guidelines as other frameworks do, Flask leaves the business of extensions up to
you. If you have Python experience, this book shows you how to take advantage
of that creative freedom. Learn Flask’s basic application structure and write an
example app Work with must-have components—templates, databases, web
forms, and email support Use packages and modules to structure a large
application that scales Implement user authentication, roles, and profiles Build a
blogging feature by reusing templates, paginating item lists, and working with rich
text Use a Flask-based RESTful API to expose app functionality to smartphones,
tablets, and other third-party clients Learn how to run unit tests and enhance
application performance Explore options for deploying your web app to a
production server
Live pain free and maximize your training potential! The Modern Art and Science
of Mobility is a striking visual guide to releasing muscle tension and activating
muscles for functional motion. It goes beyond traditional training methods that
focus on performance and aesthetics and asks these simple questions: Are you
truly reaping the full benefits of training if it does not include mobility exercises?
Why are the vast majority of people, even the most athletic individuals, unable to
perform basic motor tasks without pain or difficulty? Why are physically active
people still dealing with lack of mobility and chronic injury? Whether you are a
casual exerciser or an elite athlete, you will learn how to preserve and maintain
your body with over 300 exercises designed to improve mobility, facilitate
recovery, reduce pain, and activate muscles. Utilize the self-tests to assess your
current level of mobility, and then choose from over 50 prescriptive training
routines that can be used as is or customized to target specific functional chains.
You’ll find exercise recommendations based on body region, activity, and
primary goal, and you’ll learn to incorporate a variety of techniques and popular
equipment, including resistance bands, foam rollers, massage balls, and stability
balls. The Modern Art and Science of Mobility provides a stunning visual
presentation with over 1,200 photos and 100 original illustrations by Stéphane
Ganneau. His illustrations highlight the muscles with precision, and his avantgarde style and the harmony of colors give this book a unique graphic signature.
Mobility is the foundation for training your best and feeling your best. The Modern
Art and Science of Mobility will help you do just that by helping you to alleviate
pain, improve posture, and release muscle tension for a more comfortable and
enjoyable quality of life.
The instant New York Times and USA Today bestseller! Change when you eat
and change your body, your health, and your life! Diets don’t work. You know
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you know that, and yet you continue to try them, because what else can you do?
You can Fast. Feast. Repeat. After losing over eighty pounds and keeping every
one of them off, Gin Stephens started a vibrant, successful online community
with hundreds of thousands of members from around the world who have learned
the magic of a Delay, Don’t Deny® intermittent fasting lifestyle. Fast. Feast.
Repeat. has it all! You’ll learn how to work a variety of intermittent fasting
approaches into your life, no matter what your circumstances or schedule. Once
you’ve ignited your fat-burning superpower, you’ll get rid of “diet brain” forever,
tweak your protocol until it’s second nature, and learn why IF is a lifestyle, not a
diet. Fast. Feast. Repeat. is for everyone! Beginners will utilize the 28-Day FAST
Start. Experienced intermittent fasters will strengthen their intermittent fasting
practice, work on their mindset, and read about the latest research out of top
universities supporting intermittent fasting as the health plan with a side effect of
weight loss. Still have questions? Gin has you covered! All of the most frequently
asked intermittent fasting questions are answered in the exhaustive FAQ section.
Most Registered Dietitian Nutritionists Couldn’t Claim This— “I Lost 100 Pounds
and Now I’m Sharing How I Did It with You!” MORE THAN 240,000 CLIENTS
CAN’T BE WRONG! My name is Ilana Muhlstein and I wrote You Can Drop It! to
help you learn my personal and proven system to drop weight and keep it
off—without sacrifice—and it’s so simple that you’ll love it! This unique approach
has become famous thanks to my renowned 2B Mindset program. The 2B
Mindset is designed with the built-in ability for customization so that it is optimally
effective and can work for everyone. It has already helped thousands of people
lose weight—some more than 100 pounds—while never asking them to go hungry
or cut out the foods that they love. You Can Drop It! doesn’t just give you the key
knowledge you need to lose weight. It adds motivational principles and real-life
examples and it’s the perfect complement to my successful program. No
counting calories! No portion control! No feeling hungry! No off-limits foods! No
exercise required! Finally—weight loss with FREEDOM! Here’s Exactly Why YOU
CAN DROP IT! Will Work: You're going to feel full and satisfied. (You can still eat
comforting foods, in big portions, and enjoy 50+ delicious recipes inside.) You’ll
eat the foods you love. (Nothing is off-limits, not even dessert or a glass of wine.)
You’ll be in control. (Say goodbye to emotional and mindless eating.) You can
finally keep off the weight! (These powerful weight-loss tools will be yours for life.)
The 2B Mindset method changed my life. I struggled with yo-yo dieting the whole
first half of my life. I was always the big one in the group. By the time I turned 13,
I weighed over 200 pounds, and I felt terrible about myself. That’s when I
realized I had to break the cycle. Through trial and error, and lots of research, I
discovered a simple and effective way to lose weight, while still eating large
portions and the foods I loved. Over time, I lost 100 pounds, and kept the weight
off. . . even after having two beautiful children. My secret? It’s called the 2B
Mindset. It has helped thousands of my clients lose weight too—and now it will
help you.
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Charlie struggles to cope with complex world of high school as he deals with the
confusions of sex and love, the temptations of drugs, and the pain of losing a
close friend and a favorite aunt.
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 3 million copies sold! Tiny Changes,
Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers a proven
framework for improving--every day. James Clear, one of the world's leading
experts on habit formation, reveals practical strategies that will teach you exactly
how to form good habits, break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead
to remarkable results. If you're having trouble changing your habits, the problem
isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits repeat themselves again and
again not because you don't want to change, but because you have the wrong
system for change. You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to the level
of your systems. Here, you'll get a proven system that can take you to new
heights. Clear is known for his ability to distill complex topics into simple
behaviors that can be easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on the
most proven ideas from biology, psychology, and neuroscience to create an easyto-understand guide for making good habits inevitable and bad habits impossible.
Along the way, readers will be inspired and entertained with true stories from
Olympic gold medalists, award-winning artists, business leaders, life-saving
physicians, and star comedians who have used the science of small habits to
master their craft and vault to the top of their field. Learn how to: • make time for
new habits (even when life gets crazy); • overcome a lack of motivation and
willpower; • design your environment to make success easier; • get back on
track when you fall off course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits will reshape the
way you think about progress and success, and give you the tools and strategies
you need to transform your habits--whether you are a team looking to win a
championship, an organization hoping to redefine an industry, or simply an
individual who wishes to quit smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any
other goal.
Mel Robbins broke self-publishing records and changed the lives of millions of
people with her bestselling global phenomenon, The 5 Second Rule. And now,
she's back with The High 5 Habit and on a mission to help you change your life.
Don't let the title fool you. This isn't a book about high fiving everyone else in your
life. You're already doing that. Instead, Mel teaches you how to start high fiving
the most important person in your life, the one who is staring back at you in the
mirror: YOURSELF. If you struggle with self-doubt (and who doesn't?) ...If you're
tired of that nagging critic in your head (could somebody evict them already?) ...If
you're wildly successful but all you focus on is what's going wrong (you're not
alone) ...If you're sick of watching everybody else get ahead while you sit on the
couch with your dog (don't bring your dog into this) ... ...Mel dedicates this book
to you. Using her signature science-backed wisdom, Mel will teach you how to
make believing in yourself a habit so that you operate with the confidence that
your goals and dreams demand. The High 5 Habit is a simple yet profound tool
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that changes your attitude, your mindset and your behaviour. So be prepared to
laugh and learn as you take steps to immediately boost your confidence,
happiness and results.
The #1 New York Times bestselling novel and basis for the Academy Awardwinning film—a timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the
ones we don’t—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read. Aibileen is a black maid in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi,
who’s always taken orders quietly, but lately she’s unable to hold her bitterness
back. Her friend Minny has never held her tongue but now must somehow keep
secrets about her employer that leave her speechless. White socialite Skeeter
just graduated college. She’s full of ambition, but without a husband, she’s
considered a failure. Together, these seemingly different women join together to
write a tell-all book about work as a black maid in the South, that could forever
alter their destinies and the life of a small town...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can
change our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of
Habit, award-winning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling
edge of scientific discoveries that explain why habits exist and how they can be
changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that
take us from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to
the front lines of the civil rights movement, Duhigg presents a whole new
understanding of human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit
contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing weight,
being more productive, and achieving success is understanding how habits work.
As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we can transform our
businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author
“Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential
manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles
Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and
hang on to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen,
bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity
“You’ll never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same
way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind
“Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of
habit formation and change.”—The New York Times Book Review
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a
comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches programming, logical
thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code
with lots of examples in C#. It starts with the first steps in programming and
software development like variables, data types, conditional statements, loops
and arrays and continues with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems,
strings and string processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics
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this fundamental programming book enters into more advanced programming
topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and graphs), highquality code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance,
abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism) and their implementation the C#
language. It also covers fundamental topics that each good developer should
know like algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The
book uses C# language and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts
and explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda expressions,
extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of developers lead
by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software development experience.
It teaches the major programming concepts and way of thinking needed to
become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a
great start for anyone who wants to become a skillful software engineer. The
books does not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development,
but shows the true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the
languages, technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and intermediate
developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the software
engineering industry. The book is accompanied by free video lessons,
presentation slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and live
examples. Download the free C# programming book, videos, presentations and
other resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of
Computer Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN:
9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10:
954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132
Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber Publishing, Bulgaria
Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike
Tags: free, programming, book, computer programming, programming
fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C#
tutorial; programming concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual
Studio, .NET, .NET Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements,
console, conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops, arrays, numeral
systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception
handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files, linear data structures, list, linked
list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree, graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadthfirst search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms,
sorting algorithm, searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms,
algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming, classes, objects,
constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces,
encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion, coupling,
enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension methods,
anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code,
high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting
code, code refactoring, problem solving, problem solving methodology,
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9789544007737, 9544007733
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who
are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is
enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins
Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete
and entertaining history of philosophy.
The Master Key System is a personal development book by Charles F. Haanel.
The book describes many New Thought beliefs such as the law of attraction,
creative visualization and man's unity with God, and teaches the importance of
truth, harmonious thinking and the ability to concentrate. The Book that will not
only leave you 'feeling' good, but also 'thinking' good. In The Master Key System,
presented as a series of twenty-four lessons, delivered to students, Charles
Haanel discusses everything from how to feel healthy to how to become wealthy.
Using precise logic and a consistent, common-sense frame-work, Haanel shows
us how to achieve that what we most desire. Used as thus instructed "The Master
Key" will make of the reader a greater, better personality, and equipped with a
new power to achieve any worthy personal purpose and a new ability to enjoy
life's beauty and wonder.
HOW TO DOMINATE, MAKE MILLIONS, AND GET ANYTHING YOU WANT Big
Money Energy is the feeling you get when you encounter someone who is
massively succeeding at life. They're the ultimate picture of self-confidence.
There's no bravado, no bragging -- they know they have BME and so does
everyone else. You get Big Money Energy by being 100% committed to making
your vision a reality . . . and that vision has to be BIG. Ten years ago, Ryan
Serhant, billion dollar broker and costar of Million Dollar Listing New York was
living paycheck-to-paycheck and didn't even own a suit. Serhant realized that
while he couldn't change his circumstances or the balance of his bank account,
there was one thing he could change -- his energy. The energy you give off
impacts every area of your life, from how much money you earn and how much
power you have, to who you socialize with and the jobs you get. Determined to
leave his low-rent lifestyle behind forever, Serhant took life-changing steps that
resulted in his getting cast on television, graduating to seven-figure sales, and
doubling his income every year for the next decade. Serhant is now the CEO and
Founder of SERHANT., a multi-dimensional real estate brokerage and media
company, and averages a billion dollars in sales every year. In Big Money
Energy, Serhant will show readers how he tapped into his Big Money Energy to
crush his goals and achieve huge success, earning his first million before he
turned thirty. Whether you're a self-made entrepreneur, a corporate executive or
barista, Serhant will teach you how to climb the ladder to success better and
faster than anyone else. If you want Big Money Energy, this is your blueprint.
This book is an inspirational, lively guide for anyone who is ambitious enough to
dream big and is committed to doing whatever it takes to conquer them.
With the help of industrialist Andrew Carnegie, the author of this remarkable book
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spent two decades interviewing hundreds of people renowned for their wealth
and achievement. Napoleon Hill's all-time bestseller in the personal success field
offers priceless advice on positive thinking and overcoming adversity by distilling
the collective wisdom of Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, John D. Rockefeller, and
other successful figures from the worlds of finance, industry, and the arts.
Growing rich, Hill explains, is about far more than just making money. "Whatever
the mind can conceive and believe," he asserts, "it can achieve with positive
mental attitude." Hill outlines 13 principles of success involving goal setting,
developing entrepreneurial thinking, and exercising effective leadership. A must
for any reader of The Secret, this guide will transform the way you think about
time, money, and relationships, setting your feet on the path to financial freedom.
A new eye-opener on how we can make better decisions—by the author of Gut
Feelings In this age of big data we often trust that expert analysis—whether it’s
about next year’s stock market or a person’s risk of getting cancer—is accurate.
But, as risk expert Gerd Gigerenzer reveals in his latest book, Risk Savvy, most
of us, including doctors, lawyers, and financial advisors, often misunderstand
statistics, leaving us misinformed and vulnerable to exploitation. Yet there’s
hope. In Risk Savvy, Gigerenzer gives us an essential guide to the science of
good decision making, showing how ordinary people can make better decisions
for their money, their health, and their families. Here, Gigerenzer delivers the
surprising conclusion that the best results often come from considering less
information and listening to your gut.
When guidance counselor Maggie O'Connell is plagued by terrible nightmares,
she believes stress is the reason for her torment, but she couldn't be more
wrong. Unfortunately for Maggie, in the shadows of her dreams lurks a Dream
Stalker who is addicted to the dark emotions produced by her night terrors. Zane,
a Dream Weaver from another dimension, visits Maggie in her nighttime
fantasies to discover there is more than just a Dream Stalker after her. As the
man of her fantasies becomes real, Maggie's true nightmare begins.
An unforgettable new series from acclaimed author Katie McGarry about taking
risks, opening your heart and ending up in a place you never imagined possible
Seventeen-year-old Emily likes her life the way it is: doting parents, good friends,
good school in a safe neighborhood. Sure, she's curious about her biological
father--the one who chose life in a motorcycle club, the Reign of Terror, over
being a parent--but that doesn't mean she wants to be a part of his world. But
when a reluctant visit turns into an extended summer vacation among relatives
she never knew she had, one thing becomes clear: nothing is what it seems. Not
the club, not her secret-keeping father and not Oz, a guy with suck-me-in blue
eyes who can help her understand them both. Oz wants one thing: to join the
Reign of Terror. They're the good guys. They protect people. They're...family.
And while Emily--the gorgeous and sheltered daughter of the club's most
respected member--is in town, he's gonna prove it to her. So when her father
asks him to keep her safe from a rival club with a score to settle, Oz knows it's
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his shot at his dream. What he doesn't count on is that Emily just might turn that
dream upside down. No one wants them to be together. But sometimes the right
person is the one you least expect, and the road you fear the most is the one that
leads you home.
The inspirational bestseller that ignited a movement and asked us to find our
WHY Discover the book that is captivating millions on TikTok and that served as
the basis for one of the most popular TED Talks of all time—with more than 56
million views and counting. Over a decade ago, Simon Sinek started a movement
that inspired millions to demand purpose at work, to ask what was the WHY of
their organization. Since then, millions have been touched by the power of his
ideas, and these ideas remain as relevant and timely as ever. START WITH
WHY asks (and answers) the questions: why are some people and organizations
more innovative, more influential, and more profitable than others? Why do some
command greater loyalty from customers and employees alike? Even among the
successful, why are so few able to repeat their success over and over? People
like Martin Luther King Jr., Steve Jobs, and the Wright Brothers had little in
common, but they all started with WHY. They realized that people won't truly buy
into a product, service, movement, or idea until they understand the WHY behind
it. START WITH WHY shows that the leaders who have had the greatest
influence in the world all think, act and communicate the same way—and it's the
opposite of what everyone else does. Sinek calls this powerful idea The Golden
Circle, and it provides a framework upon which organizations can be built,
movements can be led, and people can be inspired. And it all starts with WHY.
A comprehensive introduction to the tools, techniques and applications of convex
optimization.
Special forces soldiers are not only ultimate warriors, they also have fitness and
endurance levels equivalent, even beyond, world-class athletes. 'Extreme
Fitness' is a guide for those wanting to use military expertise to take their fitness
to the maximum.
The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide200 Recipes and
Weekly Menus to Kick Start Your JourneyMacmillan
From the bestselling author of Blink and The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell's
Outliers: The Story of Success overturns conventional wisdom about genius to
show us what makes an ordinary person an extreme overachiever. Why do some
people achieve so much more than others? Can they lie so far out of the
ordinary? In this provocative and inspiring book, Malcolm Gladwell looks at
everyone from rock stars to professional athletes, software billionaires to
scientific geniuses, to show that the story of success is far more surprising, and
far more fascinating, than we could ever have imagined. He reveals that it's as
much about where we're from and what we do, as who we are - and that no one,
not even a genius, ever makes it alone. Outliers will change the way you think
about your own life story, and about what makes us all unique. 'Gladwell is not
only a brilliant storyteller; he can see what those stories tell us, the lessons they
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contain' Guardian 'Malcolm Gladwell is a global phenomenon ... he has a genius
for making everything he writes seem like an impossible adventure' Observer 'He
is the best kind of writer - the kind who makes you feel like you're a genius, rather
than he's a genius' The Times
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is
offering A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide) – Sixth Edition as a bundle with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The
PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition now contains detailed information about agile;
while the Agile Practice Guide, created in partnership with Agile Alliance®,
serves as a bridge to connect waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful
tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship
publication has been updated to reflect the latest good practices in project
management. New to the Sixth Edition, each knowledge area will contain a
section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and Adaptive Environments,
describing how these practices integrate in project settings. It will also contain
more emphasis on strategic and business knowledge—including discussion of
project management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent
Triangle™ and the essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice
Guide has been developed as a resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile
and hybrid agile approaches. This practice guide provides guidance on when,
where, and how to apply agile approaches and provides practical tools for
practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice guide is
aligned with other PMI standards, including A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was developed as the
result of collaboration between the Project Management Institute and the Agile
Alliance.
Through her Inside Out Weight Loss program and seminars, along with podcasts
downloaded more than 3 million times, Renée Stephens has helped countless
people free themselves from emotional eating to achieve the body and life
they’ve always desired. Now, in her first book, she shares the breakthrough
lessons of her popular work and develops them into a complete, step-by-step
program: Full-Filled: The 6-Week Weight- Loss Plan for Changing Your
Relationship with Food—and Your Life—from the Inside Out. With Full-Filled, you
will gain freedom from dieting as you use some of the world’s most advanced
mind and behavior-changing techniques. An intuitive and easy weight-loss
program, Full-Filled will open the door to bigger transformations in your life. Not
only will you drop excess physical pounds with Renée’s expert guidance, you will
get to the root of why you eat and you will lose your spiritual weight—by identifying
why you eat the way you do and finding better ways to satisfy your true hunger
without food. A former food addict, Stephens is a leading weight-loss coach who
works with women and men who have spent years trying to free themselves from
their weight struggle and to regain control of their lives. Women, Food and God
led millions to spiritual insights; Full- Filled turns those insights into practical
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steps in an easy-to-follow program that will permanently change how you think
about and behave around food. The Full-Filled program will identify and heal your
underlying food issues and provide you with the specific tools to create new
habits that will make you slim and healthy for a lifetime. This isn’t about what
foods you should and shouldn’t eat (although Renée does share some of her
favorite recipes to make weight loss happen faster and easier). Filled with
personal success stories and a whole bag of transformative tips and tricks, FullFilled will set you up for significant weight loss and provide the no-fail techniques
for keeping the pounds off permanently.
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